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A Comparison of Exact and Approximate Adjoint
Sensitivities in Fluorescence Tomography

M. J. Eppstein*, F. Fedele, J. Laible, C. Zhang, A. Godavarty, and E. M. Sevick-Muraca

Abstract—Many approaches to fluorescence tomography uti-
lize some form of regularized nonlinear least-squares algorithm
for data inversion, thus requiring repeated computation of the
Jacobian sensitivity matrix relating changes in observable quan-
tities, such as emission fluence, to changes in underlying optical
parameters, such as fluorescence absorption. An exact adjoint
formulation of these sensitivities comprises three terms, reflecting
the individual contributions of 1) sensitivities of diffusion and
decay coefficients at the emission wavelength, 2) sensitivities of
diffusion and decay coefficients at the excitation wavelength, and
3) sensitivity of the emission source term. Simplifying linearity
assumptions are computationally attractive in that they cause
the first and second terms to drop out of the formulation. The
relative importance of the three terms is thus explored in order
to determine the extent to which these approximations introduce
error. Computational experiments show that, while the third
term of the sensitivity matrix has the largest magnitude, the
second term becomes increasingly significant as target fluorophore
concentration or volume increases. Image reconstructions from
experimental data confirm that neglecting the second term results
in overestimation of sensitivities and consequently overestima-
tion of the value and volume of the fluorescent target, whereas
contributions of the first term are so low that they are probably
not worth the additional computational costs.

Index Terms—Adjoint sensitivities, fluorescence tomography,
Jacobian matrices, frequency domain photon migration.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N recent years there has been increasing interest in the
potential of fluorescence tomography as a means for molec-

ularly-based noninvasive imaging in biological tissues [1]–[26].
By tagging regions of interest with target-specific fluorescing
molecular probes [27]–[29], fluorescence tomography may
enable estimation of three-dimensional (3-D) locations and
geometries of target areas, such as tumors. We restrict this paper
to discussions of frequency-domain fluorescence tomography,
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although the results may be readily applied to time-domain
fluorescence tomographyvia Fourier transforms.

Frequency-domain fluorescence tomography in tissues re-
quires 1) an accurate forward model of coupled excitation and
emission light propagation through highly scattering media, and
2) a method for inverting measurements of emission phase-de-
lays and/or amplitude attenuation to reconstruct interior optical
property maps of the tissues. Comparisons of predictions
from our forward model (a finite-element implementation of a
diffusion model of coupled light propagation) to experimental
measurements are discussed elsewhere [6]; the emphasis in
this paper is on aspects of computing Jacobian sensitivities for
image reconstruction. Because of the high degree of scattering
and low signal-to-noise ratios, approaches to fluorescence
tomography in large phantom volumes are typically based on
regularized nonlinear least-squares optimization, such as the
Levenberg–Marquardt method [8] or the Bayesian approx-
imate extended Kalman filter [5]. Central to these methods
is the repeated computation of Jacobian sensitivity matrices
quantifying the effects of local changes in optical properties on
the detected fluence. For such nonlinear least-squares-based
approaches, the accuracy and computational efficiency of the
Jacobian sensitivity matrices are fundamental to the overall
accuracy and computational efficiency of the tomographic
reconstructions.

Various approaches to computing emission sensitivities that
have been applied to fluorescence tomography include first-
order finite differences [3], second-order finite differences [4],
an approximate adjoint approach that assumes smoothness and
linearity [5], [7], [8], and an exact adjoint approach [6], [33].
The finite-difference approaches are flexible and accurate but
can be prohibitively slow, especially when a large finite-element
forward model is employed. Adjoint approaches to calculating
sensitivities [30], [31] have long been used in a variety of
inverse problems to speed up sensitivity calculations, including
in diffuse optical tomography of endogenous optical properties
[32]. However, in fluoresence tomography the uni-directional
coupling between excitation and emission light propagation
complicates the adjoint formulation considerably [33]. Ap-
proximations that limit this coupling can further improve the
computational efficiency of the adjoint approach, but should
only be used if the approximations do not significantly af-
fect accuracy. In this paper, we examine the importance of
the three terms comprising the exact adjoint sensitivity for-
mulation for computing the sensitivity of frequency-domain
emission measurements with respect to fluorescence absorption,
and the effects of making simplifying assumptions regarding
1) smoothness of the diffusion coefficient and 2) linearity of the
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sensitivity with respect to fluorescence absorption. We report on
computational experiments showing how the accuracy of exact
and approximate formulations, that omit one or more terms,
differ with varying amounts of fluorophore in the domain, and
we examine the effects of using linearity approximations on
image reconstruction from experimental data collected on a
breast-mimicking phantom.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The generation and propagation of fluorescent light through
highly-scattering media (such as biological tissues) is often
modeled by a pair of second order, coupled, elliptic, partial
differential equations [34]–[36]. The first equation represents
propagation of excitation light (subscript) and the second
models the generation and propagation of fluorescently emitted
light (subscript ). In the frequency domain, these diffusion
approximations to the coupled radiative transport equation over
a 3-D bounded domain are

on (1)

subject to the Robin boundary conditions on the domain
boundary of

on (2)

where is the 3 1 gradient operator and is the 3
1 vector normal to the boundary. The excitation light source

(W/cm ) is intensity modulated with sinusoidal frequency
rad/s , and propagates through the media resulting in the ac

component of complex photon fluence at the excitation wave-
length of (W/cm ), where with ac amplitude

and phase . Some of this excitation light may be absorbed
by fluorophore in the media and reemitted, resulting in complex
photon fluence at the emission wavelength . The
diffusion , decay , and emission source co-
efficients, as shown below

(3)

are functions of absorption due to nonfluorescing chromophore
( , ), absorption due to fluorophore ( , ), and
isotropic (reduced) scattering ( , ) at the two wavelengths
(all in units of cm ), fluorescence quantum efficiency , and
fluorescence lifetime (,in ). Here, , and is the speed
of light in the medium (cm/s). The Robin boundary coefficients
( , ) are governed by the reflection coefficients (, ),
which range from 0 (no reflectance) to 1 (total reflectance)

(4)

Fluorescence absorption at the emission wavelength
is related to fluorescence absorption at the excitation wave-
length by the ratio of their extinction coefficients
( cm , cm ), so

. Thus, when we estimate we are
also implicitly estimating . Although not explicitly shown
in these equations, all optical properties are understood to be
potentially variable in Cartesian space.

III. A DJOINT SENSITIVITY FORMULATION

Fedeleet al. [33] have derived the exact adjoint solution for
sensitivities of emission fluence in the coupled system with re-
spect to any underlying optical property, with the following
result:

(5)

where the adjoint variables and must satisfy

on (6a)

on (6b)

where is the Dirac impulse function at some set of detectors
, subject to

on (7)

In our implementation of the adjoint method, we employ an-
alytic expressions for the derivatives in (5). For example, the
analytic expression for is

(8)

The relative magnitudes of the terms in (5) depend on which
parameter is selected as well on the current parameter values
of . For , the derivatives of the boundary terms
and may be assumed to be 0, and so for this particular case
(5) simplifies to

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)
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It has been proposed [7], [8] to make the simplifying assump-
tion that is linear with respect to , although the magni-
tude of the impact of this linearity assumption on the accuracy of
the approximated sensitivities has not previously been analyzed.
Implicit in this linearity assumption are the assumptions that the
diffusion and decay coefficients are independent of fluorescence
absorption. If one assumes that and are independent of

, the first term (9a) goes to zero. If one assumes that
and are independent of , the second term (9b) goes to
zero. Another simplification that has been employed [7], [8] is
to assume that is spatially smooth (and hence ),
although this assumption warrants questioning [37]. If is
assumed to be smooth, the emission equation can be divided by

and simplified to

(10)

The Green’s function for the modified emission (10) can
then be found by solving

(11)

This Green’s function is related to the adjoint variable
as follows:

Consequently, if one assumes that is smooth, the third
term (9c) collapses to

(12)

where we have substituted the analytic derivative for .
Term (12) is identical to an approximate adjoint formulation
previously employed for estimating [5], [7], [8].
In the next two sections, we examine the relative importance
of the contribution of each of the three terms (9a)–(9c) of the
exact sensitivity formulation to the sensitivity of emission flu-
ence with respect to fluorescence absorption, and the impact of
the linearity and smoothness assumptions on image reconstruc-
tions of fluoresence absorption from emission fluence in fluo-
rescence tomography.

IV. CONTRIBUTION OFTERMS IN ADJOINT SENSITIVITIES

In the previous section, we showed that the sensitivity equa-
tion for emission fluence with respect to fluorescence absorption
is shown to comprise three distinct terms. Term 1 (9a) reflects
contributions of the sensitivities of the diffusion and decay
coefficients at the emission wavelength, Term 2 (9b) reflects
contributions of the diffusion and decay coefficients at the ex-
citation wavelength, and Term 3 (9c) reflects the contribution
of the sensitivity of the emission source term. We conducted
computational experiments using a finite-element implemen-
tation [33] to better understand the relative contributions of
these three terms.

A. Design of Computational Experiments

In order to compare the accuracy and efficiency of the various
methods for computing the sensitivities, we compared results
on a cm synthetic domain, with coordinate ranges

Fig. 1. The4� 8� 8 cm simulated domain. Target sizes and locations are
shown for a 1-cm diameter target (dotted), a 2-cm diameter target (dash-dotted),
and a 3-cm diameter target (dashed). Sensitivities reported herein are for
emission fluence at the black square on the surface, with respect to fluorescence
absorption at the internal node marked with a black circle, in reponse to a
surface excitation light source at the black star.

cm (Fig. 1). The size, shape,
and optical properties of this domain were similar to those of
an existing experimental tissue-mimicking phantom used for
experiments in fluorescence tomography using the fluorophore
indocyanine green [5], with excitation 785 nm and
emission 830 nm at 100 MHz modulation frequency.
Background optical properties were modeled as homogeneous
with the following values: 0.006 cm ,
5.06e-4 cm , 0.031 cm , 0.0415 cm ,

10.95 cm , 9.29 cm , 0.56 ns, 0.016.
Boundary reflection coefficients were selected to be
0.431 on the top at the air/liquid interface, and 0.0222
on the other five sides for the acylic/liquid interfaces [38]. The
mesh used for these experiments had 2601 nodes and 12 288
elements, with 0.25-cm spacing between nodes. A spherical
fluorescing target was modeled in the center of the domain
at cm. We ran two sets of experiments. In one set of
experiments, we simulated a large 3-cm diameter target, with
target:background contrast in varying from no contrast
to 400:1 contrast. In the second set of experiments, we sim-
ulated a strongly fluorescing target (400:1 target:background
contrast in ) with varying diameters from 1 to 3 cm. These
ranges were deliberately chosen to represent extreme values,
in order to more clearly elucidate trends. All other optical
properties were assumed homogeneous throughout the domain.
In both sets of experiments, we simulated point illumination
with excitation at surface location . Sensitivities
vary by orders of magnitude across large domains [33], so
it is difficult to illustrate differences between approximated
sensitivities simultaneously over large portions of the domain.
Consequently, we report the sensitivities of emission fluence
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at a surface detector located at cm, with respect
to changes in fluorescence absorption at an internal node at

cm. These locations were arbitrarily selected as
representative of values relatively sensitive to changes in the
target fluorophore, as a means of illustrating the magnitude
of differences that can occur. The relative locations of 1-, 2-,
and 3-cm diameter targets, and the locations of the source,
detector, and designated internal node are shown in Fig. 1. In
addition to the representative sensitivity values reported here,
in Section V we assess the impact of various approximations to
the sensitivities on tomographic reconstructions of fluorescence
absorption over an entire phantom domain.

B. Results of Computational Experiments

In Fig. 2, we show the real and imaginary parts of the
designated sensitivities for both sets of experiments as “fence”
diagrams showing two vertical cross sections through the 3-D
space. In the left portion of each panel, we show the change
in sensitivity as a function of changing the diameter of a
target with 400:1 contrast in , while in the right portions
we show the change in sensitivity as a function of changing
the contrast of a large 3-cm diameter target. From Fig. 2, it
is apparent that as the amount of fluorophore increases (due
to greater concentration of fluorophore in the target and/or
larger diameter of the target), the magnitude of exact emission
sensitivity (solid line) decreases. This decrease is due, in part,
to a decrease in the magnitude of Term 3 (caused by a decrease
in the magnitude of excitation fluence). However, both the
magnitudeand relativecontributionsofTerms1and 2 (especially
the latter) to the overall sensitivity increase as the amount of
fluorophore increases and, since the sign of these terms is
opposite to the sign of Term 3, they further contribute to the
reduction in the magnitude of the overall sensitivity.

The change in relative importance of the various terms can be
seen more clearly in Fig. 3. Here, the contributions of the abso-
lute values of the real and imaginary parts of each of the three
terms are plotted relative to the sums of the absolute values of
the real and imaginary parts of all three terms. Relative contribu-
tions of real and imaginary parts vary similarly (Fig. 3), although
the signs of these components are opposite (Fig. 2). When there
is no contrasting target, the average relative contributions of
Terms 1, 2, and 3, are 0.1%, 1.3%, and 98.6%, respectively.
However, with a large (3-cm diameter), highly absorbing (400:1
contrast) target, the relative contributions are 6.9%, 35.3%, and
57.8%.

With homogeneous scattering, even when fluorescence ab-
sorption contrast was 400:1 in the target, the approximation (12)
due to the joint assumptions of linearity and smoothness was co-
incident with Term 3 of the full adjoint solution (9c). However,
when we also varied scattering within the target, we were able to
detect small differences between these two terms. For example,
in a 2-cm diameter target with 100:1 contrast in absorption due
to fluorophore and 2:1 contrast in scattering over background,
the approximation (12) differed by 3.5% from Term 3 of the
full adjoint solution (9c), reflecting the error introduced by the
assumption that . It should be noted, however, that
introduction of exogenous fluorophore will not introduce addi-
tional scattering contrast into targets.

Fig. 2. Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the exact adjoint sensitivity,
and its component three terms (9a)–(9c), of emission fluence with respect to
fluorescence absorption at the locations shown in Fig. 1. These results are
depicted with fence diagrams showing two vertical cross sections through the
3-D space. In the left portion of each panel, we show the change in sensitivity
as a function of changing the diameter of a target with 400:1 target:background
constrast in� , while in the right portions we show the change in sensitivity
as a function of changing the contrast in� of a large 3-cm diameter target.

Fig. 3. The contribution of each of the three terms (9c)–(9c) to the overall
sensitivity shown in Fig. 2 as a) contrast in fluorescence absorption is varied and
b) diameter of the fluorescent target is varied, for a fluorescing target located in
the center of the domain.

Thus, our computational experiments for the sensitivities of
emission fluence with respect to fluorescence absorption show
that when there is little fluorescence absorption in the domain,
Term 3 [or its approximation, term (12)] accounts for nearly all
the sensitivity of emission fluence. Making the assumption that

introduces only a small error into absorption sensi-
tivities, even when scattering is discontinuous, but since there
are also no computational gains to be reaped from making such
an assumption we see no justification for doing so. Omitting
Term 2 would save the computation required for (9b), but more
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Fig. 4. The shape of the phantom is a 10-cm diameter hemispherical “breast”
attached to a 20-cm diameter cylindrical portion of the “chest wall.” The
phantom is constructed from a PVC shell filled with 1087 cc of a 1% Liposyn
solution. There are 128 symmetically placed detector fibers attached to the
hemisphere and mounted on interfacing plates, where they are imaged using an
ICCD camera for detection of phase and amplitude.

significantly would also preclude the need to compute with
(6b). However, as fluorophore increases, the relative contribu-
tion of Term 2 becomes increasingly important. Omitting Term
1 would save the computation required for (9a), and the con-
tribution of this term remains relatively low, even with very
large amounts of fluorophore. In the next section we observe
how omission of Terms 1 and 2 from the sensitivity calcula-
tion affects the accuracy of image reconstruction of fluores-
cence absorption from experimental data on a breast-mimicking
phantom.

V. EFFECTS OFADJOINT APPROXIMATIONS ONFLUORESCENCE

TOMOGRAPHY

A. Design of Phantom Experiments

In order to better appreciate the effects of the three terms
in the adjoint emission sensitivities on fluorescence tomog-
raphy, we reconstructed a fluorescent target from experimental
measurements of phase and amplitude data collected on a
tissue-mimicking phantom. Details of the tissue-mimicking
phantom, instrumentation, and data collection methodology,
are described in detail elsewhere [6]; for completeness, we
outline them briefly here. The tissue mimicking phantom was
constructed to model a 10-cm diameter hemispherical breast

Fig. 5. A top view of the 43 313-element (6956 node) model of the
breast-shaped phantom. Each retained source-detector pair (see text) is shown
colored by source; the convex hull of these rays approximates the portion of the
domain that is sampled by the measurements used in the reconstruction. The
x-y location of the fluorescent heterogeneity centered ath�2:5;�0:5; 2:5i is
indicated by the black square.

attached to a 20-cm diameter cylindrical portion of the chest
wall (Fig. 4). This was modeled with a 3-D finite-element
mesh, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6(b), with an average node
spacing of 0.5 cm in the hemispherical portion of the model.
The hollow phantom was filled with 1087 cmof a 1% Liposyn
solution with optical properties similar to that of normal human
breast tissue [39] ( 0.0 cm , 0.0 cm ,

0.023 cm , 0.031 cm , 10.18 cm ,
8.64 cm ); a 1 cm sealed cuvette containing 1

of Indocyanine green ( 0.3 cm, 0.0254 cm ,
0.56 ns, 0.016) was suspended about 1 cm inside the

surface of the “breast”, at location cm from
the center of the base of the hemisphere, as indicated in Figs. 5
and 6(b). As there was no fluorophore added to the background,
this models perfect uptake into a physiological target, such as
a tumor or lymph node in a sentinel lymph node imaging ap-
plication. A gain modulated-image intensified charge-coupled
device (ICCD) camera was used to obtain the measurements
in terms of ac and phase in the frequency domain [40]. A high
power laser diode (375 mW, HPD1105-9mm-D-78 505 model,
High Power Devices Inc., North Brunswick, NJ) modulated at
100 MHz was used to illuminate the phantom using up to 28
multimode optical fibers one at a time. Detection of emitted
light occurred at 128 optical fibers located symmetrically
on the hemispherical phantom surface. All these collection
fibers are interfaced onto two plates (Fig. 4) in order to image
multiple source-detector pairs simultaneously using the ICCD
camera. The image intensifier (FS99001C Gen III model, ITT
Industries Night Vision, Roanoke, VA) was also modulated at
100 MHz, making it a homodyned imaging system [26]. The
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Fig. 6. A cross section of the finite-element mesh showing the true location of the 1 cmfluorescent target is depicted in b. In (a), (c), and (d) we show three views
from the perspectives of thez, y, andxaxes, respectively, comparing the true target size and location (black cube) with the reconstruction of the target using the
full adjoint Jacobian sensitivities (magenta solid) that includes Terms 1, 2, and 3 (9a)–(9c), and the approximate adjoint Jacobian sensitivities (cyan wire-frame)
that only includes Term 3 (9c).

selection of sources and detectors used in the reconstruction
was data-directed, as follows. Data was only recorded for
source-plate pairs where the modulation depth (ac/dc) was
greater than the noise floor of 0.1. In addition, individual
source-detector measurements less than 0.025 were discarded,
leaving a total of 384 source-detector pairs (from six source
locations) used in the inversion. The x-y spatial coverage of
the retained source-detector pairs is shown in Fig. 5, relative
to the location of the target. Emission measurements used in
the reconstruction were referenced to emission measurements
at designated reference nodes to account for unknown source
strength and instrument effects.

B. Image Reconstruction Algorithm

For image reconstruction we used a form of the Bayesian
approximate extended Kalman filter; a stochastic, nonlinear,
minimum-variance, least-squares estimator that requires the Ja-
cobian sensitivity matrix to be recalculated during each iteration
[3]–[6]. In any nonlinear least-squares parameter estimation
algorithm, the heart of the algorithm is an update of the
following form:

(13)

where is a damping matrix (possibly), is a weight matrix
(possibly the identity matrix), is a vector of measurements
(here, log of ac ratio and relative phase shift of referenced emis-
sion fluence), is a vector of predicted measurements,is a
vector of uncertain parameters (here a pseudobeta transform [3]

of , is the appropriate Jacobian sensitivity matrix re-
lating and , and the superscript is matrix transpose. For
example, in the approximate extended Kalman filter,is the
inverse of the sum of the measurement error and model error
covariances and is the inverse of the recursively updated pa-
rameter error covariance. Measurement error variance was em-
pirically determined from five repetitions of measurements for
each source-detector pair, and model error variance was approx-
imated by the inverse of modulation depth scaled to the order of
computed model error from known domains. The reconstruc-
tion was determined to have converged when the sum of squared
output error did not decrease by more than 1%.

Regardless of the choice of the weight and/or damping ma-
trices, it is clear from (13) that in any nonlinear least-squares
formulation the Jacobian appears twice in the denominator
and only once in the numerator of the update. In the case of flu-
orescence tomography, the sensitivity is always much less than
1.0, with the consequence that if the sensitivity is overestimated
(but still less than 1.0), the nonlinear least-squares update of pa-
rameters will also be overestimated.

C. Results of Image Reconstructions

Quality of target reconstruction was quantified by estimating
the volume and volume-integrated fluorescence absorption of
the reconstructed target. The spatial extent of the reconstructed
target was determined by imposing a cutoff value between
background and target values. We selected a cutoff value
of fluorescence absorption of 0.1 cm, based on the break
between modes in the bimodal histogram of the reconstructed
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Fig. 7. (a) Reduction in root mean square error ofln(� ); convergence was assumed when this quantity decreased by less than 1%. (b) Evolution of
volume-integrated fluorescence absorption in the reconstructed target; true absorption is shown by the dotted line. (c) Evolution of the volume of the reconstructed
target; true volume is shown by the dotted line.

distributed fluorescence absorption coefficients. Using this
criterion, the reconstruction using the exact adjoint sensitivities
that included all three terms (9a)-(9c) yielded a single fluores-
cent target with (volume integrated) fluorescence absorption
of 0.49 cm and volume of 1.05 cm. Three magnified views
of this reconstructed target are shown by the magenta solid in
Fig. 6(a), (c), and (d). This estimate of fluorescence absorption
is higher than the true fluorescence absorption of 0.30 cm,
although the volume estimate is close to the actual size of
1.0 cm of the fluorescent target (as shown by the black cube
in Fig. 6). The overestimate of fluorescence absorption may
be due to a variety of reasons, including parameter settings
in the reconstruction algorithm, choice of target cutoff, and
insensitivity of the convergence criterion to absolute absorp-
tion values. On the other hand, when using an approximate
adjoint formulation that only includes the third term (9c) in the
Jacobian, both the value and size of the target was markedly
higher at 0.77 cm and 1.37 cm, respectively, as shown by
the cyan wire-mesh in Fig. 6(a), (c), and (d). As expected, a
reconstruction that used only Terms 2 and 3 (not shown) was
essentially identical to that using Terms 1, 2, and 3 and implies
that Term 1 may be omitted from the sensitivity calculation
without introducing significant error into the reconstruction, at
least when the amount of fluorophore is in the range tested here.
In all cases, the target was reconstructed in the correct location
(Fig. 6), with the centroid being within a few millimeters of
the true centroid location. Surprisingly, the root mean square
error (rmse) of the predictions decreased similarly for recon-
structions using both the exact and approximate (Term 3 only)
adjoint sensitivities [Fig. 7(a)], although the more aggressive
updates using the approximate adjoint sensitivities caused the
reconstruction to converge more quickly, in 13 iterations rather
than 22, where convergence is defined as before to be less
than a 1% change in output rmse. The value and volume of
the reconstructed target grew at a markedly faster rate when
using the approximate vs. exact adjoint sensitivities, as shown
in Fig. 7(b), (c). Fig. 7(a) highlights the insensitivity of the

TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIMES FORONE ITERATION

output rmse to changes in the fluorescence absorption estimate
[Fig. 7(b)] and the limitations of using this metric to detect
convergence (and, therefore, obtain quantitatively accurate
estimates of fluorescence absorption) and to assess quality of
the reconstruction.

The required computation times per iteration are dependent
on the number of sources, the number of detector locations, the
size of the mesh, in addition to specifics of the software im-
plementation and hardware platform. On this particular recon-
struction, with six sources, 64 detector locations, 6956 nodes,
and 34 413 elements in the mesh, using a vectorized implemen-
tation of the program in Matlab V. 6.1 [33], and running on a
2.2-GHz Pentium IV, CPU times for one iteration are as shown
in Table I.

VI. SUMMARY

In clinical applications of fluorescence tomography, appro-
priately regularized nonlinear least-squares inversion strategies
may be required for accurate image reconstruction [5]. These
methods require repeated and computationally expensive com-
putation of the Jacobian sensitivities. For successful clinical
translation of the method, it is important to determine a method
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for sensitivity calculation that is both accurate and as computa-
tionally efficient as possible. Finite-difference approximations
to the Jacobian can be accurate, but require careful determina-
tion of increment sizes and are computationally prohibitive on
large problems [33]. Exact adjoint sensitivities [33] are accurate
and computationally feasible, but are still the most computation-
ally intensive aspect of the reconstruction algorithm. The intro-
duction of additional assumptions can speed up computations
of the adjoint sensitivities, but with the risk that the resulting
approximations may have a negative impact on the quality of
reconstructed images. Ideally, we would like to identify which
assumptions, if any, can be made without significiant reduction
in accuracy, in order to decrease computation times.

The exact adjoint sensitivity formulation of emission fluence
with respect to fluorescence absorption is shown to comprise
three terms. The first term reflects the sensitivities of diffusion
and decay at the emission wavelength and is shown to make
only a minor contribution to the overall sensitivity. We propose
that omitting this term from the sensitivity calculations can
save some computation time without introducing significant
error into image reconstructions of fluorescence absorption.
The second term reflects the sensitivities of diffusion and
decay coefficients at the excitation wavelength; this term is
shown to reduce the overall sensitivity, especially when large
amounts of fluorophore are present in the target. Sensitivity
approximations that omit this term overestimate the overall
sensitivity, and this error has been shown to propagate into higher
estimates of both volume and absorption value in fluorescence
tomography for clinically relevant amounts of fluorophore,
relative to estimates obtained when using the exact sensitivities.
The third term reflects the sensitivity of the emission source
term; although this term dominates the overall sensitivity, the
relative value of Term 2 approaches that of Term 3 as target
fluorophore increases in concentration or value. We conclude
that using only the approximation of Term 3 [shown in term
(12)], as proposed in [7]–[9], [12], and [25], may be too
broad in its assumptions and may cause unacceptable errors in
estimates of fluoresence absorption in some clinically relevant
reconstructions, if quantitative estimates are sought. However,
a more conservative adjoint approximation can be used without
significant loss of accuracy. Specifically, we propose that an
approximate formulation of sensitivities of emission fluence
with respect to fluorescence absorption that includes terms
reflecting the sensitivities of diffusion and decay coefficients
at the excitation wavelengthand of the emission source, as shown
in (14), is sufficient for nonlinear least-squares approaches to
fluorescence tomography

(14)

Contributions from sensitivities of diffusion and decay coef-
ficients at the emission wavelength can probably be safely
ignored in clinical applications in order to speed up com-
putation time. On the other hand, if the objective is simply
to quickly identify the locations of targets, then using only

Term 3 may be adequate. Even when seeking quantitatively
accurate images, it may be reasonable to apply the more rapid
approximation (9b) for the initial iterations and then switch
to the more accurate approximation (approximate J) for fine
tuning of the estimate.

This analysis only applies to sensitivities of emission fluence
with respect to fluorescence absorption. When fluorescence to-
mography is employed to reconstruct other fluorescent proper-
ties, such as fluorescence lifetime, a similar analysis should be
performed in order to determine which terms of (5) should be
retained in the computation of the Jacobian sensitivities.
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